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THE REVOLTOF 1381 still baffles historians, to the point that an authority on the subject
confesses that to him it seems 'historically unnecessary'.1 It is true that the rising cannot be
explained in simple economic terms, because the conditions of the mass of the population
had reached a low point three generations before 1381, between 1294 and 1325, when a
succession of poor harvests culminated in famine, and lords' demands for rents and the
state's collection of taxes weighed most heavily.2 The economy changed during the 14th
century, as the plague epidemics that began in 1348-49, combined with other factors,
ensured a drop in the numbers of people. This helped the survivors and their successors to
improve their material welfare, for wage-earners in particular were able to demand
increased wages, and after some difEcult harvests up to 1375 food became relatively cheap.
Peasants, that is small-scale rural cultivators, benefited from the more easy availability of
land, and the relaxation of pressure on pastures enabled them to increase the numbers of
their animals.' We cannot therefore explain the rebels' behaviour as a reaction against
impoverishment, but instead we must interpret the rising in a context of growing
prosperity, or at least of an economic climate in which people could expect to better
themselves. In bringing together the different strands of social and political change that lay
behind the 1381 rising there are many advantages in concentrating on a single welldocumented county, and Suffolk is ideal for this purpose.
As is well known, Suffolk in the Middle Ages was a county in which lay both good arable
land and extensive patches of woodland, grassland, heaths and wetlands.' The county was
relatively densely settled, supporting about 120,000 people in 1377 —many more before the
plagues —partly through agriculture, but also by means of fishing and the exploitation of
such natural resources as peat, and above all through an intense commercial and industrial
development.' By 1350 at least ninety markets had a formal existence in the county. The
settlements associated with these markets often showed the urban characteristics of a high
concentration of population and a wide diversity of occupations, and by 1327 it is possible
to identify more than forty places which possessed these features.6 In 1327 many craftsmen
in the cloth industry were working in the small towns and villages of Babergh and Cosford
hundreds in the south-west of the county and cloth-making developed further during the
century. The countryside was divided into vills which often coincided with parishes.
However, most people did not live in nucleated villages but in straggling groups of houses
and hamlets. From these dispersed settlements the inhabitants worked irregular subdivided fields or land held in 'severalty' (enclosures). Manors rarely coincided with villages:
the total domination of a village by a single lord is most commonly found on the estates of
large ancient churches, 'such as the monastery of Bury St Edmunds in the west of the
county, and the priory of Ely in the east. But three-quarters of the manors in Suffolk were
held by laymen, and then mainly by the gentry, and such lords tended to hold no more than
a fraction of a village.' Although the church estates have left us more documents than those
of lay lords, therefore tending to provide a slanted picture of society, lay manors are by no
means lacking in evidence, and of the thirty-two manors whose records have been used in
this study, nine belonged to members of the gentry.
Historians rightly think of Suffolk as a county of free tenants. They were plentiful at the
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time of Domesday, and continued to be numerous in the later Middle Ages. However,
alongside the freemen, on lay manors as well as those of churches, customary tenants and
serfs formed an important part of the population.
TABLEI: ANALYSIS
OFTENANTSRECOGNIZING
NEW LORDSIN SUFFOLK8

Manor(date)

FreeTenants

Tenantsof Servile SerfsbyBlood
Holdings

Total

Bredfield (1361)
Iken (1363)
Earl Soham (1382)

23 (42%)
10 (29%)
2 ( 3%)

19 (34%)
12 (34%)
44 (70%)

55 (100%)
35 (100%)
63 (100%)

13 (24%)
13 (37%)
17 (27%)

Table I analyses three later 14th-century lists of tenants who recognized, or who should
have recognized their new (lay) landlords in eastern Suffolk. The lists distinguish between
free tenants, tenants who were personally free but who held land on customary or servile
tenures, and those who were 'serfs by blood' (nativide sanguine).The proportions of the
different

categories

vary,

but

the

formidable

numbers

of

the

latter

two

speak

for

themselves: assuming that these manors were not untypical, there must have been many
thousands of servile tenants and serfs in late 14th-century Suffolk. From the landlord's
point of view these tenurial and legal distinctions were all important, because of the
heavier dues and rents (mostly in cash) that he could extract from the customary tenants
and serfs. A distinctive feature of the Suffolk peasantry was their widespread practice of
partible inheritance, and their involvement in a very active land market. Holdings varied
greatly in size, with a majority, taking examples recorded between 1370 and 1383, having
five acres or less. They must have relied on wage work or craft work to supplement the
production of their land, as is shown by the 80 per cent of tax-payers in the incomplete
1380--81 poll tax who were identified as labourers or servants, or as having some
non-agricultural occupation. At the other end of the social hierarchy were the very small
number of substantial tenants. Only about one-eighth of the tenants held more than twenty
acres of land, and an exceptional one in every thirty holdings exceeded thirty acres.°
The complexity of Suffolk's society seems to be reflected in the variety of incidents in the
county in June, 1381.10 Our main source, the indictments drawn up by juries after the
revolt, leaves an impression of a fragmented series of episodes. Bands of rebels under a
number of leaders moved around the county sometimes attacking the property of
nationally recognized 'traitors' like Sir John Cavendish, Chief Justice of King's Bench, but
also indulging in acts of extortion that the juries represented as simple criminal acts.
Further consideration suggests, however, that these activities had a coherent pattern. The
rebels concentrated in important places in the government of the county, not just the two
largest towns of Bury and Ipswich, but also the administrative centre of Ely's liberty of St
Etheldreda at Melton. The rebels often chose as their victims leading figures in local
government, such as escheators, justices of the peace and a knight of the shire. There seem
to be many similarities between the events of 1381 and those of Kett's Rebellion in 1549. At
the latter date it has been argued convincingly that the rebels intended to create an
alternative county government, and a number of actions by the 1381 rebels support the
view at least that they saw themselves as taking charge of their localities.n How else are we
to interpret the attempt to force the constable of Hoxne hundred to levy ten archers from
the hundred for the rebel forces, at a wage of 6d. per day each? Or the accusation that the
rebel band based on Brandon were 'assuming to themselves the royal power'? It would be a
grave error to assume that the rebels were behaving lawlessly; rather they were establishing
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a new law.This formof rebellion,combinedwith the presenceof somegentryand clergyamong
the leaders,mightsuggestthat the revolthad a politicalrather than a socialcharacter.That the
rebels had social grievancesis indicated by the killing of Cavendish, who had personally
enforcedthe Statute of Labourersin the county and was suspectedof corruptionin collusion
withthe monksof Bury.Two leadingBurymonks,the prior andJohn Lakenheath,alsolosttheir
livesmainlybecauseof the Abbey'sold quarrel with the townsmenof Bury.The rebelsrevealed
somethingof their aims by the burning of manorial court rolls, which happened in at least
thirteen places in the county, and in dozens of other incidents throughout the south-eastof
England. This selectivedestructionwas designedto removethe written recordsof customary
tenureand servility,and to establisha new socialorder.
We can probe more deeply into the nature of the 1381revolt and its causes by using the
names of people indicted or pardoned after the rebellion, to investigate their lives and
background. Fourteen biographies are included in the Appendix; the subjects were
selected from the 150 or so known rebels simply because they appear in the manorial
records which provide the main source of detailed local information. The sample is
therefore a biased one. The indictments and pardons tend to contain the names of those
accused of leading the rebellion. The manorial records tend to give more information about
the upper ranks of peasant society. So rank-and-filerebels, and the village poor, cannot be
so readily investigated. In spite of these drawbacks, this small sample is still a precious
source of evidence. Given the patchy survival of documents, the recovery of so much
informationabout relativelyhumble 14th-centuryindividuals is remarkable.
As the biographicaldetails of the rebels are printed below no more than brief comments
on their salient features are needed here. Most of the leading rebels came from the peasant
elite. The amount of land that they held, the number of animals that they owned, and the
officesthat they filled in the manorial administration, as bailiffs,chief pledges,jurors and
affeerers, all point to this conclusion. In order to run their manors, landlords needed the
servicesof men of substance who commanded respect among the tenants. In 1381the same
people continued to act as leaders, now in opposition to authority rather than as
collaborators. There were also among the rebels, perhaps even in a majority, poorer people
whose names are not commonlyrecorded, though they are represented among our fourteen
by two landless youths, Thomas Draper and William Metefeld junior, and by the
Lakenheath alewife, Margaret Wrighte. One of our fourteen stands out clearly above the
others, Thomas Sampson. His lands, stoa and wealth were much greater than those of
Brightwold, Gardiner and the other rebels; whereas they were officialsof manors, he held
office at county level, as a tax-collector. He must be counted as a member of the lesser
gentry. In examining the rebels as in our earlier survey of the rebellion itself, the similarity
between the 1381 rebellion and that of 1549 is again apparent. Here indeed were
'substantial men with plenty of experienceof petty administration'.' In judging the aims
and motivesof the rebels we should not, however,allow the presence of Sampson and a few
other gentry to colour too strongly our assessment of the revolt. While we might speculate
that Sampson and others of his class rebelled because of some antagonism towards the
ruling group in the county, or because they imagined that the rebellion would lead to
political changes, the great majority of the rebels were peasants, artisans and petty traders
whose involvement must be explained in terms of their experiences at a much humbler
social level.
The apparent suddenness of the 1381 revolt has created some of its mystery. A rising
that breaks out without warning may indeed to a modern observer look 'unnecessary'.
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However, there is sufficientevidenceof disturbances and agitations in Suffolkearlier in the
14th century to suggest that the 1381rebels were acting within a tradition of opposition to
authority.
A well-documentedcase is that of the long struggle between the powerfulAbbey of Bury
St Edmunds and the men of Mildenhall. This large fen-edgemanor brought the cellarer of
Bury an enormous annual income, well over £200 in one year in the 1320s.I3In October
1320Roger son of William Hervy of Mildenhall brought an action under the writ Monstravit
against the Abbot, alleging that as Roger was a tenant in ancient demesne, the Abbot was
not entitled to servicesbeyond certain labour services. The disputed customs and services
included the recognition fine (demanded by each new Abbot), merchet(marriage fine) and
entry fines at will, typical of the uncertain and variable dues demanded of servile tenants.
The case was tried in 1321. Domesday Book was consulted and this showed that
Mildenhall had indeed belonged to Edward the Confessor,conclusiveproof of the manor's
ancient demesne status. This in theory meant that Roger and his fellow villeins were
exempted from the impositionsof the Abbot and could claim a special privileged status of
'villein sokemen'. Howeverthe Abbot's lawyersargued that Roger was a villein,that he and
his ancestors had owed tallage, service as reeve, merchetand entry fines, so that he had no
right to bring a case against his lord. Although two accounts of the case survive, neither
tells us the outcome, but the fact that details were copied twice into Bury registers implies
that victory, as was usual in such cases, lay with the landlord. The heading of the account
in the PinchbeckRegisterrefers to the parties in the dispute as the 'villeins of Mildenhall',
suggesting that Roger Hervy was acting as the representative of a group of tenants, the
twenty-three holders of fifteen acres each (of which Hervy was one) and the fourteen
tenants with thirty acres who were all performing very heavy labour services in the early
1320s.I4
A Mildenhall manorial account of 1323-24hints at continuing troubles. A dispute with a
tenant, William Everard, had led to the seizure of his cow. More seriously, legal expenses
had been incurred in 'a plea between the lord and the homage of Mildenhall', indicating a
collective dispute spreading more widely than the earlier villeinage case. Fines on
customary tenants going back to 1320 (perhaps the original cause of the Hervy law-suit)
were still partly owed in 1323.The presence of disgruntled tenants at Mildenhall in 1327
presumably explains the burning of an Abbey barn there at the time when the townsmenof
Bury rose against the monks.'5
Troubles flared up again in 1341.Four Mildenhall tenants, Thomas Olyve (who held a
sub-manor of considerable size),John Gernon, Simon Chapman and William Everard (all
with more modest holdings) complained that their sheep folds had been broken down by
the Abbot, a monk and a lay official.The Abbot replied that the foldswere illicit, and that
these tenants would be allowed to have them only when the Abbot wished. Also in 1341a
commissionof oyerand terminerwas sent by the crown in response to the Abbot's complaint
that a sessionof the court leet held on 25June had been disrupted. Forty-eight people (all
named) were said to have prevented the Abbot's servants from executing the judgement of
the Abbot's court, namely that brewers who had broken the assize of ale should undergo
the ritual humiliation of being placed in the tumbrel. The crowd rescued the brewers
(probably all women), assaulted the lord's bailiff,and stole his goods.' There are elements
of continuity between this riot and the earlier conflicts. Three members of the Hervy
family, and all four tenants whose folds had been demolished were among the named
forty-eight.Discontent with the Abbey's exerciseof leet jurisdiction, which lay behind the
1341disturbances, also gave rise to a petition from the tenants of Mildenhall, undated but
probably belonging to this period." The petition appears to have come from the chief
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pledges who were also free tenants, as they asked that no villein or customary tenant
should be a chief pledge, and that no customary tenant should act as affeerer with a free
man. They sought to protect the privilegesof the chief pledges, excluding the bailiff from
their deliberations, and demanding that the steward 'ought not and could not take any
inquest on the day of the leet . . . unless by the chief pledges'. Another concern was the
encroachments on the roads, including some made by the lord's officials. The petition
bears some resemblance to a near contemporary one from Bocking in Essex, also directed
by free tenants at another monastic landlord.18
Thus Mildenhall's tenants in the early 14th century seem to have been questioning the
power of their lord, seeking the protection of the royal courts over villeinage, and
quarrelling with the lord's monopoly over sheep folds and his full use of his powers of
jurisdiction. There were evidently differencesof attitude between the leading free tenants
(who merely asked for reforms of short-term and small-scale problems and who seem to
have felt no common interest with the villeins), and men like Hervy. His ancient demesne
case may have been a defensiveresponse to increasing seignorialdemands, but it would be
surprising if the dues mentioned really were novelties in the 1320s,and we may suspect
that this law suit shows that the customary tenants had radical ideas about their ancient
liberties and were prepared to dispute long-standing seignorial demands like recognitions
and marriage fines. Needless to say, the people of Mildenhall were active again in 1381,
principally in helping to track down and kill the Prior of Bury when he sought refugein the
area.1
If some Suffolkpeasants were already objecting to the claims of their landlords in the
1320sand 1340s,they had ample reason to resent them after the mid-century epidemics.
The economic trends of the post-plague era are clear. The labour shortage pushed up
wages, and the reduced numbers of tenants and potential tenants increased their ability to
bargain for better conditions with their lords. Landlords did make changes at this time.
Some leased their demesnes, handing over the management of agricultural production to
farmers in return for fixed cash rents. Leasehold tenures, which had begun to replace
customary tenures on some manors before 1349,continued to spread, again providing lords
with fixed rents in money, often at the substantial rate of one shilling per acre. Yet the
institutions that governed social relationships remained obstinately unchanged by the new
circumstances, because the interest of landlords lay in maintaining their control over
tenants and serfs.
A series of small-scale incidents illustrates the constant frictions between lords and
peasants. The most elementary duties of tenants were to pay rents and perform labour
services; they failed to carry out these obligations collectivelyand persistently, suggesting
some protest against the level or the form of rent or services. So at least twenty-four
Felixstowetenants failed to do their winter works in 1363,seventeentenants of Chevington
did not attend a harvest 'bedrip' in 1375, and seventy-three boon-works in one harvest
season at Hundon were not performed by forty-nine tenants. In 1377four tenants of Great
Barton were found to have been in arrears with rents and servicesfor periods as long as six
and ten years.2°
Customary tenancies, which provided many landlords with the bulk of their rent income,
were necessarilygoverned by many rules and restrictions. All transfers of customary land
were supposed to pass through the lord's courts; if serfs bought or inherited free land they
were expected to surrender it to the lord or receiveit back on customary tenure; the upkeep
of a holding, and especiallyits buildings and standing timber, were supervised by the lord.
Tenants behaved as if they had freeholds,buying and sellingland as they pleased. With the
decreased demand for land, it was often in a tenant's interest to amalgamate holdings and
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to demolish the redundant buildings. Lords were worried that they would lose track of
tenancies and so not be able to collect rents, and that holdings without buildings would
diminish in value.
Two examples will indicate the flagrant nature of some tenants' behaviour. Walter Baker
of Chevington was reported in 1371 to have cut down trees worth 10s. Od. growing on his
holding, and to have carried them off and sold them without the necessary permission.
Instead of repairing a ruinous barn as ordered, he dismantled the timber and doors to build
a new house on a free tenement that he also held. At Earl Soham a serf, John Hamond, had
in 1377 obtained illicitly a servile holding of twelve and a half acres, the buildings of which
needed repair. When the court dealt with him two years later, he was asked if he would
receive the holding in the normal way and agree to repair the buildings: 'he said, expressly,
"no". He had other lands, notably a free tenement of seven acres which he had bought
illegally in 1369, and for which he used the device of enfeoffment to trustees, normally the
preserve of free tenants, so that he could enjoy the profits of the land for ten years without
technically holding it himself.21 These cases indicate both the assertive spirit of tenants,
and the ability of lords, albeit slowly and inefficiently, to discover some cases of
indiscipline.
Serfs appear prominently in Suffolk records because they broke the rules that were
intended to control them: they left the manor; they married without permission and evaded '
marriage fines (merchet); and they acquired free land illicitly. A radical response by serfs to ,
their disadvantages was not to evade them but to assert their free status. A jury at Iken in
1364 had to deal with Richard de More's claim to be free, which revealed a history of a,
family's long strule
against servility. The lord of Gosbeck, probably either Richard or
Ralph de Gosbeck, 2 had claimed Richard's grandfather, Alexander de More, as his serf,
and he had fled the sixteen miles to Iken, married there, and settled doWn. When the lord
of Gosbeck learnt of this he went to Iken, but Alexander heard in time and escaped, so the
raiding party had to be content with taking forty sheep that belonged to another serf, (
presumably in order to bring pressure on the lord of Iken, William de Sturmy. The two
lords eventually reached a settlement whereby Sturmy received Alexander as his serf. As
Richard was descended from Alexander, the 1364jury had no choice but to declare that he
was unfree. A marginal note in the court roll shows that the More family were still claiming
to be free in the reign of Henry IV.23 Lords were anxious to keep their serfs, and imposed ,
heavy penalties on ill-disciplined serfs or their allies. In 1371 at Bredfield two servile
tenants allowed a young relative, a ward, to leave the manor; they were threatened with an
enormous amercement of 40s. Od.24
The records of manorial courts contain, as well as occasional major disputes of the
Baker, Hamond and de More type, a constant succession of petty breaches of manorial
discipline, such as the theft of the lord's corn at harvest time, or large-scale and persistent
trespasses by tenants' animals in the lord's crops. Game and fish were poached, officials
assaulted, and goods taken in distraint 'rescued'. The two-way nature of the conflicts must
be emphasised. Peasants sought every possible loophole, while lords used all of their
powers to protect their interests. The factor which gave an ancient struggle a new intensity
was the growing self-confidence of the peasants, who were actually improving their
material conditions at this time, for example by increasing the size of their flocks and
herds.
The long campaigns of attrition waged by lords and peasants imposed strains on the
administrative machinery. The officials of the manor and its courts were recruited from
among the peasants. This gave the lord the advantage of unpaid administration by local
people; undoubtedly they blunted the sharp edge of their lord's authority, and this helped
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to contain conflict within the system. The officials were put into an ambiguous position in
which they had to compromise between their duty to the lord and their loyalty to their
neighbours. The period of post-plague tension must have imposed uncomfortable strains
on the officials, in which the lord punished them (see Appendix, v) and neighbours
withdrew their co-operation, like Thomas Wynke of Framlingham who 'would not inform
the chief pledges of various trespasses and articles touching the leet'.25 It is not surprising
that election to office was sometimes refused, notably by a future 1381 rebel, Thomas
Gardiner (see Appendix, v). At Brandon in 1370 the whole body of officials boycotted a
court session at a time of unusual agitation in which the lord's property had been stolen
and the reeve seriously assaulted; 'the whole homage', when summoned by the steward 'to
be here . . . for various articles touching the lord', were amerced 20s. Od. for their failure to
attend.26
Another essential ingredient in the troubles leading up to the 1381 rising was the
antagonism aroused by the royal government. In the post-plague period landlords turned
to the state for support, and the Statute of Labourers was designed to prevent increases in
wages and to force workers to accept employment at the legal rates. Occasionally lords
enforced the law in their own courts, for example at Redlingfield in 1378John le Mowere, a
'common labourer', refused to work for the lady of the manor when ordered by the
constable of the vill and the bailiff. He was 'attached by his body' to serve under a penalty
of 20s. Od.27The main task of enforcement fell on the royal courts, especially those of the
justices of the peace. The Court of King's Bench itself held sessions in 1379 at Bury and
Thetford, and dealt with many cases under the Statute, including one involving Thomas
Sampson (see Appendix, xi). We can be sure that the labour laws were much resented, not
because they held earnings down, but because of the unfairness of the almost random
selection of a small proportion of wage-earners for prosecution. It was probably hostility to
the Statute that led the constables of Lakenheath in 1379, John Carter and John Mayheu,
to refuse 'to answer for certain articles' to King's Bench.'
The central government also provoked hostility with its demands for taxation. The
experiment with a parish tax in 1371 was an example of administrative bungling that hit
Suffolk hard because its assessment was doubled when the yield of the tax was found to
be much lower than expected.29 A riot broke out at Lakenheath, a large fen-edge manor
not unlike Mildenhall in its social structure, when before January 1371 John, Earl of
Pembroke, the steward-in-fee of the Abbey of Bury, sent three officials to collect cash on
behalf of the King in the Liberty of St Edmunds. Money from Lakenheath had not been
paid, so they took chattels in distraint. Twenty-six named people, 'and others',
responded by assaulting the officials, breaking one's wand of office, taking back the
chattels, and keeping the unpopular visitors out of the village with threats and force. The
Crown sent four commissioners to deal with this rising, among them John Cavendish,
later to become Chief Justice of the King's Bench.39 Nine of the rioters appear on
Lakenheath lists of chief pledges and jurors for 1361 and 1376 (no court rolls survive at
the exact time of the disturbance), so it appears that, as in 1381, the village elite adopted
a leading role, among them the two constables who in 1379 refused to co-operate with
the King's Bench.31 In 1381 Cavendish was to have another last contact with Lakenheath, when he arrived there as a fugitive from the rebels. The villagers assisted in his
capture, notably when Katherine Gamen pushed a boat out of reach to prevent his
escape. Their hostility to him was presumably not just because of his supposed corrupt
alliance with Bury, or his general reputation, but because they had direct experience of
his enforcement of the law.
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The essential pre-requisite for the events of 1381 was provided by the combination of
actions by landlords and by the royal government to create a universal sense of grievance
among all sections of Suffolk's rural society including bailiffs, chief pledges and other
members of the village elites, and even a few gentry and clergy. The interweaving of social
and political grievances can be observed in a petition of 1378 from the men of Bawdsey, a
coastal village that had been given the task of contributing to the royal navy by building a
balinger,along with Hadleigh, Ipswich and Sudbury. These were all market towns, the latter
two being boroughs, and the men of Bawdsey resented their inclusion in such wealthy
company. They objected that the combination of the four places was not customary; they
emphasized that they were serfs by blood of the Earl of Suffolk, and complained that they
lacked the 'liberties and franchises whereby they might become rich'.32 The views that they
expressed —hostility to serfdom, resentment of the privileges of boroughs, and annoyance ,
at royal fiscal demands —were all to emerge in the demands and actions of the 1381 rebels,
and it is not surprising to find that Bawdsey was involved in the rising.33
A final factor in explaining the outlook of the 1381 rebels must be their upbringing in a
popular culture containing elements hostile towards established authority. A hint is
provided by a clerk writing a court roll of the Bury manor of Chevington in 1380 who
identified a brewer by a nickname, 'John called "Littlejohn".34 The obvious explanation is
that the Robin Hood stories were known in Suffolk within a few years of the first direct
reference to songs about Robin Hood in the B text of Langland's Piers Plowman. Modern
commentators disagree as to the social significance of the legends. Langland certainly
thought that they were disreputable, but did they express lower-class antagonisms towards
those in authority?35 It is likely that their meaning varied, depending on the audience and
the time and place at which they were told. Certainly in 1380 at Chevington, which was no
doubt full of rumours about the collusion between the monks of Bury and Sir John
Cavendish, the Gestof RobynHodewith its story of the outlaws defeating an alliance between
a grasping abbot and a corrupt judge would have had a very specific relevance!36
Later in the Middle Ages the Robin Hood legend became associated with the popular
festivities called 'summer games', in which social roles were reversed and 'lords' and
'ladies' were elected. It is usually thought that these rituals helped to release social
tensions and to make real-life inequalities more acceptable. That such occasions could
have the opposite effect is shown by an incident at Polstead in 1363, when John Atte Forth
was amerced 40d. (an unusually large sum) because he 'entered the lord's close and
together with others played in the lord's hall a game called a somergamen'
.37 Perhaps the
players overstepped the accepted limits; perhaps the lord had lost patience with the
traditional customs. Either or both would have been characteristic tendencies in the harsh
social climate of the late 14th century. Customs of the type recorded in Polstead are
directly relevant to the 1381 revolt because the first outbreaks in Essex and Kent took place
in Whit week, 1-8 June, the normal time for summer games. Court leet sessions were also
held in that week.3 The rebellion-spread to Suffolk in the following week, one of the most
active days being 13 June, which was also the Feast of Corpus Christi when parish guilds
often held their annual processions. Such guilds were especially common in Suffolk, and at
least three of the eight parishes which produced rebels in our small sample had them."
Neither the summer games nor the processions of the parish guilds were in themselves
rebellious, but they did express the sociability and solidarity of rural communities. They
also caused large assemblies of people to gather in a holiday spirit, which we know from
later disturbances could, in the right circumstances, become channelled into actions
against authority.40
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To sum up, then, the revolt of 1381 becomes more easily explicable if its many-stranded
origins are accepted. First, the essential precondition lay in the tensions between lords and
their subordinates, so well documented at Mildenhall, but evident at a petty level in any
series of manorial court records. These tensions were more acute in Suffolk because of its
heterogeneous society and dynamic economy whereby seignorial restrictions seemed all
the more irksome to self-confident and potentially independent peasants and artisans. The
late 14th-century changes held out the promise of improvement, without seriously
diminishing the powers of lords. At the same time the state played a more prominent role
in the lives of ordinary people. There had always been a belief (however naive) in the
impartiality of the law, hence Roger Hervy's case against his lord; now the labour laws
exposed the bias of the courts, and encouraged belief in the corruption of the justices. The
new wave of taxation that began in 1371 and culminated in the poll-tax seemed to prove
the social bias and venal mismanagement of those in government. When the moment of
uprising came, the local communities under their natural leaders could draw on traditions
of organisation intended for more legitimate purposes, and a sub-culture that could be
hostile to those wielding power.
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Note: Various qualifications should be made about these biographies. The identification of rebels by name
depends on the existence of juries making presentments, or the accused obtaining pardons. Jurors may have
accused their enemies maliciously, or people may have taken advantage of pardons as an insurance against
malicious accusation.
The reconstruction of the lives of relatively obscure medieval men is notoriously hazardous. In particular sons
and fathers with the same names can be confused. Every effort has been made to avoid errors of identification, but
the fragmentary nature of the records means that uncertainties will always remain.
The sources for the biographies are given in brackets at the end of each entry.
RobertBrightwoldof South Elmham
In 1356 Juliana Brightwold died and her holding of a garden and three roods of land was inherited by Robert
Brightwold, Juliana's great nephew, on payment of a relief of lid. The lack of more direct heirs, and the presumed
death of Robert's father and grandfather by the date of the inheritance may well have been due to the 1349 plague
epidemic. Robert would have been quite young when he acquired this land, perhaps in his twenties. In 1364 and
1368 he came before the courts of his lord, the Bishop of Norwich, in routine cases —for blocking a water-course,
as the victim of an 'unjust' raising of the hue and cry; and in litigation with another tenant. From 1372 Robert
served regularly in positions of responsibility in the administration of the manorial courts and courts leet of South
Elmham, as juror and chief pledge. We may assume that he had acquired a substantial holding of land, for in 1380
he was employing a servant (the victim of an assault). Some degree of wealth was perhaps a necessary
qualification to be one of the South Elmham chief pledges, since they were fined collectively 40s. each year, 'for
concealment'.
He obtained a pardon in May 1382, but his participation does not seem to have affected his position in the
administration of the courts of his lord, Bishop Henry Despencer, who had played a major part in the suppression
of the rising. In September and October of 1381 Brightwold served as juror, affeerer and chief pledge, and was still
acting in the latter office in 1385 and 1388.
(S.R.O.I., HA 12/C2/14-19; P.R.O., C67/29.)
John Brounof South Elmham
John Broun makes his first appearance in the records of South Elmham in 1373, when he failed to attend a court,
showing that he was already a tenant. He was then impleaded for trespass by John, the parson of the parish of St
James. Also in 1373 he was the victim of a 'hamsoken'(house breaking), and a 'rescue' (recovery of impounded or
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distrained goods). In 1380 he was involved with Margery Wodecock in pleas of debt and trespass, evidently
arising out of some earlier dispute with her dead husband, William Wodecock. This litigation was still continuing
in 1382. In the early 1380s a Margery Broun, perhaps John's wife, appears among those brewing ale for sale and on
one occasion also selling bread. Like Robert Brightwold, he obtained a pardon in 1382, and seems to have
continued to live in South Elmham for some years after the revolt; he is mentioned in the court rolls in 1386.
(S.R.O.I., HA 12/C2/14-19; P.R.O., C67/29.)
William Draperand ThomasDraperof South Elmham
William Draper, the son of another William Draper, is likely to have been born in the 1330s. In 1358 he was
involved, together with his father, in a dispute over a holding called Erl's: they were accused of causing damage
worth 40d. This may well have been the beginning of a dispute with the Erl family, though the earliest feuding is
not known until the early 1370s. By 1372 William had a mature son, Thomas, and in that and the following year
they were both involved in litigation over trespass with Henry Erl, and are mentioned in presentments of incidents
of assault and 'hamsoken'against other members of the Erl family. The fierceness of the conflict may be judged by
the severity of the amercements taken in the court leet, 2s. from William and 1s. 3d. from Thomas in one session.
The Drapers' position in the dispute may well have been aided by William becoming chief pledge in 1372, an
office that he occupied regularly until 1388.
That William had resources is suggested by his appointment as chief pledge (see (i) above). In 1385 he was
sharing with two other tenants a customary 30-acre holding called Wolsy's, and in 1386 he acquired a total of 25i
acres of land in seven parcels at a total rent of 20s., which would place him among the wealthiest Elmham
peasants.
William Draper's tendency to be quarrelsome continued in later life. In 1388 he was amerced 18d. for 'hamsoken'
on the parson of St James, and for assaulting the parson's servant seriously enough to draw blood. Some of his
aggression was also directed against his lord. His lopping of the lord's wood in 1368 was a routine infringement of
the rules; more unusual was the action of William's son Thomas in 1373 of 'making an unjust road' through the
lord's new park. By 1385 William evidently owed a substantial amount of money to the lord, probably in unpaid
rents, and the lord's officials took an ox and three cows from him in distraint, but William broke the pound and
took the animals back. Both William and Thomas were pardoned after the 1381 revolt.
(S.R.O.I., HA 12/C2/14-19; P.R.O., C67/29.)
John Coleof Felixstowe
In 1363 a John Cole and a William Cole were among many customary tenants of Felixstowe amerced for failing to
perform winter works for their lord the Prior of Felixstowe. Other information on the Cole family before 1381 is
lacking because of the destruction of the records of both Felixstowe and the parent manor of Walton by the rebels.
John Cole junior was evidently a leading figure in this incident, since in May 1384 he was said to have come to an
agreement to pay an amercement of 8s. 'in open court', 'for all forfeitures, damages, or trespasses ... within the
village of Walton in the time when the commons [populares]rose against the King and the magnates', which had
involved burning 'the muniments of the said cell'. John Cole was a serf by blood [nativusde sanguine].John Cole and
his wife Joan are recorded in the 'first court after the burning of the books' in October 1381 as having acquired
from another tenant a rood and a perch of servile land for a fine of 1s., and John Cole, son of William Cole, serf,
some time before 1384 bought illicitly 30 perches of free land by charter, the seizure of which was ordered in line
with the convention that serfs could not hold free land without permission.
John Cole did not accept the settlement of May 1384. In November 1385 he was amerced a total of 6s. 8d. for
trespassing against another serf of the manor, John Smyth, and assaulting him on his own holding; Cole left the
manor without licence and was described ‘as a 'rebel'. He was ordered to be arrested 'by his body and by his
chattels'. William Cole remained on the manor at this time.
(S.R.O.I., HA 119: 50/3/17; HA 119: 50/3/80.)
ThomasGardinerof Little Barton
The many appearances of Thomas Gardiner in the court rolls of Little Barton between 1377 and 1385 show him
pursuing normal agricultural activities and in so doing (along with many others) infringing some of the rules —
ploughing so as to encroach on the common; allowing his animals (sheep and horses) to stray on the lord's pasture
and crops; mowing rushes in the marsh in the season prohibited by a by-law; driving his cart over the lord's
arable. The frequency with which he committed such offences, and particularly the revelation in 1380 that he had
kept as many as 30 sheep out of the lord's fold, suggests that Gardiner was a peasant of above-average prosperity.
He occupied a number of positions of responsibility, as juror in the 'general courts' and as chief pledge at the
court leet. He also acted as a personal pledge.
His conventional round of activities as an official was interrupted in 1380. At a general court held in February of
that year he refused to serve as a juror: 'he did not come when summoned twice, three times and four times to
swear the oath with the other jurors'. In the following July he was back on duty, serving on the jury and as chief
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bench; it was a substantial tenement of a messuage and 8 war acres. Matilda's children were already grown up.
Her daughter Elena married in 1359, and Adam first appears in the records a year later, when he 'unjustly and
against the peace raised the hue on Matilda his mother', a very unusual presentment indicating a serious family
quarrel. In 1365 Adam was again in trouble, beating Thomas Elenesfenne so that he raised the hue. In 1371 Adam
was involved in litigation over debt with another Aldham man, and in the same year was amerced Is. for allowing
cows belonging to four different people to stray on to the demesne; the most likely explanation of this last incident
would be that he was employed as a common herdsman. The records cease here, but it is likely that Adam
succeeded to his father's holding; he would also have inherited his servile status. By 1381 he had become a figure
of some importance, bailiff of the manor of his lord, Robert de Vere, Earl of Oxford. On 14June 1381 he attacked
the house of William Gerard of `Watlesfield' (? Whatfield) and on the next day went to Roger Usshefeld's house
and stole goods worth 100 marks.
(S.R.O.I., HA 68: 484/135; Powell 1896, 21; Reville 1898, 81.)
ThomasSampsonof Kersey
A John Sampson was active in the Kersey area in the second quarter of the 14th century. By 1364 Thomas was
involved in agriculture on a large scale, judging from a complaint in that year that he was pasturing 180 sheep on
the common pasture of Polstead, and a report to Polstead manor court that a serf had gone to live with him,
presumably as a servant. An indication of his relatively high status in the locality is his appearance as the first
witness to a deed conveying property in Hadleigh in 1369. By the time of the revolt he must be counted as a
member of the lesser gentry, with land in at least three vills - Kersey, Harkstead and Friston, and goods worth £65
12s. 8d., including 161 acres under crops, 72 horses and cattle, and an eighth share in a ship at Harwich. In 1380
he was employing two servants who were accused before the King's Bench of taking excessive wages; the fact that
he acted as their pledge might suggest that he sympathised with them.
In 1379 and March 1381 he served as collector of poll-taxes in Suffolk. The list of collectors, like the witness list
of a deed of 1379, show Sampson well down in the order of precedence, below knights like John Shardelowe or
Richard Waldegrave.
In the 1381 revolt Sampson led rebels in the south-east of the county, proclaiming rebellion at Ipswich on 15
June, and on the next day going to Melton, after which he moved north as far as Bramfield. He was captured and
condemned to death, but in spite of an initial exclusion from pardon, was pardoned in 1383. The Sampson family
rose to become lords of the manor of Sampson Hall, and a later Thomas was knighted and served as knight of the
shire.
(Hervey 1906, 157; Calendarof AncientDeeds,1,540; B.L., Add. Roll 27683, 27685; C.C.R., 1377-81,329; 1381-85, 121;
Powell 1896, 22, 23, 127, 143-45; Réville 1898, 79, 80; P.R.O., KB 27/479; C.P.R., 1381-85,226; C.F.R., 1377-83,ix,
145, 237; Copinger 1905-11, in, 181-82; Wedgwood 1936, 739.)
Margaret Wrighteof Lakenheath
One of the relatively few known women rebels, Margaret Wrighte twice appears among those amerced for
breaking the assize of ale in 1379. She was presumably a relative of the various members of the Wrighte family
mentioned in the court rolls of Lakenheath, for example in 1360-67 a John, Nicholas and Walter le Wrighte are all
mentioned. In 1381 she was accused with other Lakenheath people, including Katherine Gamen, of involvement
in the death of Sir John Cavendish, Chief Justice of the King's Bench. Margaret Wrighte's name is absent from the
court rolls of October 1381 and does not re-appear.
(C.U.L., EDC/7/15/II/2; Réville 1898, 69.)
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